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CIVIC IMPLICATIONS IN GENERAL EDUCATION IN A FREE SOCIETY
INTRODUCTION
It is with a great deal of pleasure and interest that
the writer undertakes to ascertain the civic educational
values of the Harvard Report, General Education in a Free
Society, a book written by a committee from a college that
has been noted for its high degree of specialization.
The purpose of the Report is explained in the intro-
duction written by President James Bryant Conant to the
Board of Overseers of Harvard University after the com-
mittee had been appointed to study the problem of general
education. President Conant said in part:
"The heart of the problem of a general
education is the continuance of the liberal
and humane tradition. Neither the mere
aca.uisition of information nor the development
of special skills and talents can give the
broad basis of understanding which is essential
if our civilization is to be preserved. No one
wishes to disparage the importance of being well
informed. But even a good grounding in mathema-
tics and the physical and biological sciences,
combined with an ability to read and write
several languages does not provide a sufficient
educational background for citizens of a free
nation. For such a program lacks contact with
both man' s emotional experiences as an individual
and his practical experience as a gregarious
animal. Unless the educational process
includes at each level of maturity some continuing
contact with those fields in which value judgments
. .
I
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2are of prime importance, it must fall far short
of the ideal. But today we are concerned
with a general education not for the
relatively few but for a multitude
.
The Committee in their Letter of Transmittal to
President Conant said:
"Finally, we should like to remind you of
the words you used to the Board of Overseers
in your Annual Report of January 11, 1943* in
describing your purpose in appointing the
Committee. You then wrote ’Our purpose is
to cultivate in the largest possible number of
our future citizens an appreciation of both
the responsibilities and the benefits which
come to them because they are Americans and
are free.'
"You will find this theme dominant in the
report now submitted to you. Such a concept
of general education is the imperative need of •
the American educational system. It alone can
give cohesion to our efforts and guide the
contribution of our youth to the nation's
future . "—
Dr. John J. Mahoney of Boston University has recently
had published a book on civic education called, For Us the
Living . It contains definitions of democracy and of civic
education and it gives ten objectives which may serve as
goals for the improvement of group relationships. An
assumption is being made that the definitions and objec-
tives have validity, therefore, they will be adopted as the
criterion for this study.
1/ Ka rva rd Re po rt , General Education in Free Society ,
Page VIII, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1945*
2/ Ibid, p. VII.
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3To make it clear at the outset what conceptions of
democracy and civic education are being used definitions
are quoted from For Us the Living; and short interpretations
are given of the meaning they convey to this writer.
"Democracy is a kind of society in which free men,
fraternally minded voluntarily and persistently strive for
the elimination of inequalities and exclusions (political,
social and economic) to the end that all men may share
equitably in the rights, privileges, and satisfactions
that our life in common affords."—^
This is the goal toward which all people in our free
society should strive. It is a way of life, an onward
process, in which changes will be slow, but it is
encouraging if the changes are steps toward the ultimate
goal
.
In the realm of politics most equality has been
reached, for all citizens have an equal vote in the
elections of representatives who run affairs of state.
In the social and economic fields the ideals of democracy
fall far short, although some progress has been made since
the days of the founding fathers. Through equality in
education and the "power within" common men have risen to
heights undreamed of heretofore.
1/ Mahoney, John J., For Us the Living , p. 73. Harpers ariiid
Brothers, New York. 1945*
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4The spirit of fraternity in democracy has not been
fostered but is a most important factor. Improvement in
the American way of life must come through the spirit of,
"I am my brother* s keeper" in so far as one can cooperate
with him and make his world a better place in which to live--
a world in which equity not equality is reached in the
"rights, privileges, and satisfactions that our life in
common affords."
"Civic education includes and involves those teachings;
that type of teaching method; those student activities; those
administrative and supervisory procedures--which the school
may utilize purposively to make for better living together in
the democratic way; or (synonymously) to develop better civic
behaviors
3y "teachings" is Eieant the school subjects through
which better living together may be obtained in our organized
society. Some subjects have much civic value while others
have less but a wise and inspired teacher of any subject will
be able to find and employ those values whenever possible.
"That type of teaching method" means the elimination of
too much individualism and competition among students and the
promotion of the spirit of cooperation and general well-being
among the group.
'.
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5"Those student activities" refer to school programs
which give students practice in cooperative group work. In
such activities pupils are given opportunities to show
initiative, organizing abilities, leadership, followership,
and other attributes which adults need in carrying out their
duties of citizenship.
"Those administrative and supervisory procedures" have
reference to those methods which stress individualism ard
Ignore the civic behaviors which are the foundations of
democracy. Such procedures should be remedied.
The meaning of civic education as given above will be
borne in mind by the writer as an attempt is made to deter-
mine what contributions the Harvard Report has made to the
advancement of better education for democracy.
Under each objective implications and procedures will
be listed. Conclusions will be drawn as to their agreement
with the objectives, their contributions, or their
shortcomings
.
In the main implications and procedures will be
applicable on the secondary level although a very few
references may pertain to elementary grades. One short
section will be devoted to civic educational implications
and proposals at Harvard College. A brief resume of the
chapter, "General Education in the Community," will be
included
.
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER ONE
An adequate understanding of, and a wholehearted allegiance
to, the democratic way of life.
This objective connotes that people of necessity need
to have a better idea, of what democracy really is. Too many
people, including teachers, have thought of it only in its
political aspects and not in terms of social and economic
ways of life. One should not only understand its meaning
but should do all within his power to advance it as well as
to protect it from all enemies wherever they may be found.
The following passages are lifted from the Harvard
Report. They contain implications which have reference to
this objective.
"Just as it is wrong to split the human
person into separate parts, so it would be
wrong to split the individual from society.
We must resist the prevalent tendency, or at
any rate temptation, to interpret the good life
purely in terms of atomic individuals engaged
in fulfilling their potentialities. Individualism
is often confused with the life of private and
selfish interest. The mandate of this
committee is to concern itself with the
objectives of education in a free society.
It is important to realize that the ideal of
a free society involves a twofold value, the
value of freedom and that of society. Democracy
is a community of free men. We are apt some-
times to stress freedom--the power of individual
choice and the right to think for oneself--
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without taking sufficient account of the obliga-
tion to cooperate with our fellow men; democracy
must represent an adjustment between the values
of freedom and social living.
"Eighteenth- century liberalism tended to
conceive the good life in terms of freedom alone
and thought of humanity in pluralistic terms
(like matter in Newtonian physics) as an
aggregate of independent particles. But a life
in which everyone owns his home as his castle
and refrains from interfering with others is a
community in a negative sense only. Rugged
individualism is not sufficient to constitute
a democracy; democracy also is fraternity and
cooperation for the common good. Josiah Royce
defined the good life in terms of loyalty to a
shared value. Of course when union is stressed
to the exclusion of freedom we fall into
totalitarianism; but when freedom is stressed
exclusively we fall into chaos. Democracy is
the attempt to combine liberty with loyalty,
each limiting the other, and also each
reinforcing the other.
"It is important, however, to limit the
idea of the good citizen expressly by the ideal
of the good man. By citizenship we do not mean
the kind of loyalty which never questions the
accepted purposes of society. A society which
leaves no 'place for criticism of its own aims
and methods by its component members has no
chance to correct its errors and ailment, no
chance to advance to new and better forms, and
will eventually stagnate if not die. The
quality of alert and aggressive individualism
is essential to good citizenship; and the good
society consists of individuals who are indepen-
dent in outlook and think for themselves while
also willing to subordinate their individual
good to the common good.
"But the problem of combining these two
aims is one of the hardest tasks facing our
society. The ideal of free inquiry is a
precious heritage of Western culture; yet a
firm measure of firm belief is surely part of
the food life. A free society means toleration,
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8which in turn comes from openness of mind. But
freedom also presupposes conviction; a free choice
--unless it be wholly arbitrary (and then it would
not be free)--comes from belief and ultimately
from principle. A free society, then, cherishes
both toleration and conviction. Yet the two seem
incompatible. If I am convinced of the truth of
my views, on what grounds should I tolerate your
views, which I believe to be false? The answer
lies partly in my understanding of my limitations
as a man. Such understanding is not only the
expression of an intellectual humility but is a
valid Inference from the fact that wise men have
made endless mistakes in the past. Furthermore,
a belief which does not meet the challenge of
criticism and dissent soon becomes inert,
habitual, dead
"The opposition to liberal education—both
to the phrase and to the fact--stems largely
from historical causes. The concept of liberal
education first appeared in a slave-owning
society, like that of Athens, in which the
community was divided into freemen and slaves,
rulers and subjects. While slaves carried on the
specialized occupations of menial work the freemen
were primarily concerned with the rights and
duties of citizenship. The training of the former
was purely vocational, but as the freemen were not
only a ruling but also a leisure class, their
education was exclusively in the liberal arts,
without any utilitarian tinge. The freemen were
trained in the reflective pursuit of the good
life, their education was unspecialized as well
as unvocat ional; its aim was to produce a rounded
person with a full understanding of himself and
of his place in society and in the cosmos.
"Modem democratic society clearly does
not regard labor as odious or disgraceful; on
the contrary, in this country at least it
regards leisure with suspicion and expects its
"gentlemen" to engage in work. Thus we attack
no odium to vocational instruction. Moreover,
in 30 far as we surely reject the idea of freemen
1/ Harvard Report, General Education in a Free Society
p. 76. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1945k
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who are free in so far as they have slaves or
subjects, we are apt strongly to deprecate the
liberal education which went with the structure
of the aristocratic ideal. Herein our society
runs the risk of committing a serious fallacy.
Democracy is the view that not only the few but
that all are free, in that everyone governs his
own life and shares in the responsibility for
the management of the community. This being, the
case, it follows that all human beings stand in
need of an ampler and rounded education. The
task of modem democracy is to preserve the
ancient ideal of liberal education and to
extend it as far as possible to all the members
of the community. In short, we have been apt
to confuse accidental with fundamental factors
in our suspicion of the classic ideal. To
believe in the equality of human beings is to
believe that the good life, and the education
which trains the citizen for the good life,
are equally the privilege of all. And these
are the touchstones of the liberated man:
first, is he free; that is to say, is he able
to judge and plan for himself, so that he can
truly govern himself? In order to do this,
his must be a mind capable of self-criticism;
he must lead that self-examined life which
according to Socrates is alone worthy of a
free man. Thus he will possess inner freedom,
as well as social freedom. Second, is he
universal in his motives and sympathies? For
the civilized man is a citizen of the entire
universe; he has overcome provincialism, he is
objective, and is a ’spectator of all time and
all existence . 11 Surely these two are the very
aims of democracy itself."—
^
"First, our national life and more broadly,
our culture do in fact predicate certain traits
of mind and ways of looking at man and the
world. Second, these traits and outlooks embrace
both heritage and change, which in turn correspond,
though not exactly and certainly in no wooden,
perfunctory way, to general and special education,
the one concerned with the more slowly changing
relationships with knowledge as a whole, the
other with its more quickly changing parts.
1/ Ibid, pp. 52-53-
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Third, a successful democracy (successful, that
is, not merely as a system of government but as
democracy must be, in part as a spiritual ideal)
demands that these traits and outlooks be shared
so far as possible among all the people, not
merely among a privileged few. But, fourth,
there exists in fact great differences among
people, not only of opportunity, which have been
and can be improved, but of gifts and interests,
which either cannot be improved so quickly or,
in the case of interests, are and should ideally
be varied. Our ignorance, which seems to us a
widespread ignorance, and our question, which is
the question of the nation and age, follow these
four steps as a fifth. It is, how can general
education be so adapted to different ages, and
above all, differing abilities and outlooks, that
it can appeal deeply to each, yet remain in goal
and essential teaching the same for all? The
answer to this question, it seems not too much
to say, is the key to anything like complete
democracy.
From the foregoing quotations it appears that in the main
the committee's ideas of democracy coincide with the defini-
tion given in the introduction. They indicate that democracy
is a kind of society in which all men are free, 11 free in the
power of individual choice and the ri ht to think for himself,"
but that freedom must not be carried to such an extreme that
cooperation with one's fellowmen is lacking. In order to have
cooperation the spirit of fraternity must be predominant; the
willingness to subordinate individual good to the common
good; that "rights, privileges and satisfactions" of one should
be the 'lights, privileges and satisfactions" of all. Tolera-
tion openmindedness to another's viewpoint is a qualifi-
cation of the good democratic citizen.
T/ Ibid"; p. 9b •
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Each citizen should, in whatever way he can, help to
eliminate inequalities in our political, social, and economic
ways of life.
It should be an individual responsibility
,
where one
must take the initiative and play an active part in makirg
our country a better olace in which to live. The selection,
quoted from the Report, implies this when it states that
"the quality of alert and aggressive individualism is
essential to good citizenship; and the good society consists
of individuals who are independent in outlook and think for
themselves while also willing to subordinate their individual
good to the common good."
The American citizenry should recognize the weaknesses
in the democracy which we share in common and should attempt
to eradicate them. Loyalty to one's country does not mean
blind following of those in power, or the belief that our
form of government is the only good one. Rather it means an
alertness as to what leaders are doing and the giving of
wholehearted support to those who are worthwhile and the
removal of those who are not, in whatever field they are found.
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Civic Implications in the Theory of General Education
A person who has one interest only is apt not to be a
citizen who is concerned with the well-being of society. For
that reason the arguments in favor of general education have
been included in this study.
A century ago the task of the American public school was
to train the Christian citizen. There was no disunity there.
Today according to the Harvard Reports:
"We are faced with a diversity of education,
which if it has many virtues, nevertheless works
against the good of society by helping to destroy
the common ground of training and outlook on which
any society depends.
"Heritage helps for the clarification of the
past shows what is important in the present
and thus becomes a part of education for modern
democratic life. To the degree that the implica-
tions of democracy are drawn forth and expounded,
to that degree the long standing impulse of
education toward shaping students to a received
ideal, is still pursued. Consider the teaching
of American history and of modem democratic life.
However ostensibly factual such teaching may be,
it commonly carries with it a presupposition
which is not subject to scientific proof: namely,
the presupposition that democracy is meaningful
and right. Moreover since contemporary life is
itself a product of history, to study it is to
tread unconsciously in the words of the hymn,
where the saints have trod. To know modern
democracy is to know something at least of
Jefferson the fact remains that the past
and the present are parts of the same unrolling
scene, and whether you enter early or late, you see
for the most part the still unfinished progress of
the same issues. It depends in part on an
inherited view of man and society which it is the
function of education to pass on."-'
17'lbid, pp. 43-45.
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"Education must uphold at the same time
tradition and experiment, the ideals and the
deans, subserving 1115© our culture itself, change
within commitment. 1 —/
"A general education is ai stinquished from
special education, not by subject matter, but
in terms of method and outlook, no matter what
the field. The rewards of scientific method
is the utmost degree of precision and exactness.
Specialism as an educational force has its
own limitations; it does not usually provide an
insight into general relationships.
"Specialism has effected the whole struc-
ture of higher and even secondary education
each subject, taught by an expert, tends to be
so presented as to attract potential experts.
As a result students in search /of a general
education are commonly frustrated."—'
"Just as we regard the courses in concentra-
tion as having definite relations to one another,
so should we envisage general education as an
organic whole whose parts join in expounding a
ruling idea and in serving a common aim. We
must distinguish between liberalism in education
and education in liberalism. The former based
as it is on the doctrine of individualism,
expresses the view that the student should be
free in his choice of courses. But education in
liberalism is an altogether different matter; it
is education which has a pattern of its own,
namely, the pattern associated with the liberal
outlook. In this view there are truths which
none can be free to ignore, if one is to have
that wisdom through which life can become
useful
.
"The problem is how to adapt general education
to the needs and intentions of different groups and
so far as possible to c^rry its spirit into special
education. What is wanted the®, is a general
17“Ibid, p. 51-
2/ Ibid, p. 56.
3/ Ibid, p. 57.

14
education capable at once of taking on many-
different forms and yet of representing in all
its forms the common knowledge and the common
values on which a free society depends. ' —
These selections taken from the chapter entitled "Theory
of Education" show very well that the Committee fully realize
the dangers which follow from an excess of specialization.
The latter brings individualism to the front while a general
education tends to foster the spirit of cooperation which
makes citizens who are concerned with the needs of society.
1/ Ibid
,
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Characteristics Ilecessary for a Full and Responsible
Life in Our Society
15
"Tradition points to a separation of learning
into the three areas of natural science, social
studies, and the humanities. The study of the
natural sciences looks to an understanding of our
physical environment. The study of the social
sciences is intended to produce an understanding
of our social environment and of human institu-
tions in general, so that the student may achieve
a proper relation to society, not only the local,
but also the great society, and by the aid of
history, the society of the past and even of the
future. Finally, the purpose of the humanities
is to enable man to understand man in relation
to himself, that is to say, in his inner aspira-
tions and ideals. The natural sciences
describe, analyze, and explain; the humanities
appraise, Judge, and criticize. In the first,
a statement is judged as true or false; in the
second, a result is judged as good or bad.
"In contrast to mathematics and the natural
sciences, the humanities explore and exhibit the
realm of value the student's imagination is
stirred with vivid evocations of ideals of action,
passion, and thought among which he may learn to
discriminate. The intelligent teacher will
explore the great arts and literatures in order
to bring out the ideals toward which man has
been groping, confusedly yet stubbornly.
11 While there can be no experimenting
with ideals, there is experience of value in
application, and there is heaping up of such ex-
perience. While there can be no precise measure-
ment, there is intelligent analysis of code and
standards. While there are no simple uniformities,
there are moral principles which command the assent
of civilized men. Value- judgements are, or
at least can be, rational in so far as they are
informed and disciplined; they are communicable
and can become matters of intelligent discussion
and persuasion."—^
1/ Ibid, pp. 58, 61.
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Traits of Mind
"Education is not merely the imparting of
knowledge but the cultivation of certain aptitudes
and attitudes in the mind of the young,
education looks both to the nature of knowledge
and to the good of men in society.
"These abilities should be sought above all
others
.
1. To think effectively
2. To communicate thought
3. To make relevant judgements
4. To discriminate among values.
1. "By effective thinking is meant logical
thinking: the ability to draw sound conclusions
from premises. We are concerned with a student
who is going to be a worker, or a businessman,
or a professional man, and who does not necessarily
look forward to a career in scholarship or in pure
science. As a plain citizen he will practice his
logical skills in practical situations--in choosing
a career, deciding whom to vote for, or what house
to buy, or even in choosing a wife. For instance,
in voting, during a presidential election our citizen
should consider whether the candidate has sound
policies, whether he has the ability to get on with
Congress Prejudice brings An irrelevancies and
logic should keep them out."—/
2. "Communication—the ability to express oneself
so as to be understood by others--is obviously
inseparable from effective thinking.
"Communication is that unrestricted exchange of
ideas with the body politic by which a prosperous
intellectual economy is secured. In its character
as the sharing of meanings it is the instrument by
which human beings are welded into a society, both
the living with the living and the living with the
dead. In a free and democratic society the art of
communication has a special importance. A totali-
tarian state can obtain consent by force; but a
democracy must persuade, and persuasion is through
1/ Ibid, pp. 65-66
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speech, oral or other. In a democracy issues
are aired, talked out of existence or talked
into solution. Failure of communication
between the citizens, or between the govern-
ment and the public, means a breakdown in the
democratic process. Skills, craft, pro-
fessions, and scholarly disciplines are apt
to surround themselves by high walls of
esoteric jargon. Other barriers are erected
through the tendency to convert communication
into propaganda, whether it be political
propaganda, or economic propaganda, as for
instance in some types of advertising. Thus,
effective communication depends on possession
not only of skills such as clear thinking and
cogent exoression but of moral aualities as
well . "A'
3. "The making of relevant judgments
involves the ability of the student to bring
to bear the whole range of ideas upon the
area of experience. There is no rule to
be learned which could tell the student how
to apply rules to cases; the translation
from theory to practice involves an art all
its own and requires the skill which we call
sagacity or judgment.
" We cannot see the present so long
as we are immersed in it; we need the perspec-
tive afforded by distance in time and in
space. One of the aims of education is
to break the stranglehold of the present
upon the mind.
"Education must be so contrived that the
young will realize the difference between
abstractions and facts and will learn to make
the transition from thought to action.
The essential thing is that the teacher should
be constantly aware of the ultimate objectives,
never letting means obscure ends, and be
persistent in directing the attention of the
student from the symbols to the things they
symbolize
.
1/ Ibid, p. do.
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4. “Discrimination among values involves choice.
Values are of many kinds: character like
fair play, courage, self control, the impulse of
beneficence and humanity; there are the intellec-
tual values, like the love of truth and the res-
pect for the intellectual enterprise in all its
forms . .
_
/
“Values are rooted in fac£s; and human ideals
are somehow a part of nature. 11 —'
The four abilities discussed above are essential to every
good citizen in a democracy and hence have civic implications.
These qualities are needed in the selection of candidates for
office and in the appraisal of their work, as well as numerous
other instances. Only by a society that has fostered these
traits of mind can our democracy be improved and perpetuated.
1/ Ibid, p. 69-71.
2/ Ibid, p. 73.
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Implications and Procedures in Social Studies
and Cther School Subjects
Civic values, which the Harvard Committee places on the
social studies and other school subjects, are illustrated by
these selections.
"Whetyher students are going to college or
not, all should be given some sense of the nature and
value of inheritance which they did not achieve but
which they must help to maintain, as well as some
understanding of that principle of continuity with
the past which is possible only through the study
of the past. The only sound principle upon
which to base a distinction in the allotment of
time and of course as between those who are pre-
paring for college and those who are not is that
certain aspects of work in social studies, such
as the course dealing with government and economics,
might be postponed until college years on the
assumption that they could there be studied in a
more mature way, and, therefore, be of greater
value in the development of citizenship.
"An over-all plan dealing with the teaching
of the social studies is essential in every
school. The first reason for such planning is to
ensure that no subject or materials of basic con-
cern are left out. The second is to provide
for the orderly development of a curriculum
adapted to the age and accomplishment in the
tion and repetition. —
The Elementary Grade and the Junior High School
"in the lower grades children can begin to
gain some comprehension of the customs, the
methods of making a living and the traditions
of peoples remote from their own experience,
as well as some sense of the historical development
various grades. avoid duplica-
1/ Ibid, pp. 135-136.
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of their own community. In these grades the
emphasis should be less on survey or on chrono-
logy or on time sequence, than on gaining per-
spective, through an introduction to a fairly
wide variety of the ways in which people in
differing civilizations have lived.
"There is a commonly accepted principle
that work in social studies in the seventh and
eigth grades should be carefully related to
that of both the elementary grades and of high
school .
"in those schools where a large proportion
of the students leave before the eleventh year
it will be desirable to have in the seventh and
eighth grades a course on community life and civics
as well as a primarily narrative course on
American history. (If students complete the
twelfth year) There are many valuable subjects
which might properly be offered in the seventh
and eighth grades, leaving the formal study of
American history and civics until the last year
of high school.
The High School
"We do not propose that every student in
every secondary school should have work in
the social studies during each of his four years,
although in most schools that might be an
eminently desirable plan There are great
advantages to continuity although in one
or two of those years, probably in the ninth
or tenth grade, they might count as minors
or as half courses.
"A number of schools are now considering
the adoption of two two-year sequences
Such a program would include the study of
European history, or of general history and
geography, in the ninth and tenth grades, to
be followed in the eleventh and twelfth by a
final two-year sequence dealing with American
history and with the problems of American life.
"in any case no one should graduate from
secondary school who has not had a considerable
amount of work in the history of modern civiliza-
tion. We see no way of attaining that perspective,

that sense of proportion, which is an essential
component of good citizenship, without some under-
standing of the forces which have gone into the
making of the age in which we live. The heri-
tage from the past includes wars and racial
prejudices as well as modem science ana medicine.
It includes that group of institutions
,
traditions,
ideas, and values which we call 'the American way
of life. '
"'The focus of wo:k in general history should
be Europe. Whether the course be one which
deals with events spread over a very long period
of time or be confined within somewhat narrower
limits, its central goal should be kept clearly
in mind: to set forth the main tendencies in the
development of modern civilization;
"In some school systens pupils are exposed
to American history three, four, even five or
six times. The subject is many times sur-
veyed, usually with diminishing returns and
increasing distaste. It seems wiser to fix the
responsibility for American history in one year
of hif
h
school and then to insist that the stan-
dards of that course be as high as those of any
in the schools. No course will carry a heavier
responsibility ; none will afford greater oppor-
tunities for inspiring teaching. We reiterate
our opinion that this subject can be most
valuably studied when it constitutes not a
separate item in a miscellaneous array, but is
introduced as part of a sequence of courses in
history and the other social studies. The aim
of such a course is to provide a basis for all
later study or discussion of American life and
society and for participation in the work of
citizenship. Its emphasis should be on the
careful and
.
even detailed study of many of the
principal events, movements, personalities,
and institutional developments in American
hi story.
'
1/ Ibid, pp. 138-140.
2/ Ibid, pp. 141-143.
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The Report recommends that some parts not be studied
in detail .
"Those periods, those great writings and
documents which constitute landmarks in the
histories of our institutions, certain of the
momentous experiments and discoveries which
have been responsible for the transformation
from magic to modern science, the impact of
technology upon economic and social life, some
of the conflicts which have led to or immediately
preceded great wars ,-- certain of these can be
profitably dealt with in considerable detail,
while only the simplest narrative is employed
to tie together parts of the whole pattern.
" The student should gain in historical
skills: the ability to analyze maps and docu-
ments, to apply tests of credibility, and even
of scholarly validity, to current materials as
well as those of the past. They must be
given experience in gathering and weighing
historical evidence. The course dealing
with the nature of contemporary society consti-
tutes a fitting culmination and should be
an invaluable introduction to the task ol
citizenship which lies just ahead."
The only civic implication found in the discussion of
science is the following,
"Science instruction in general education
should be characterized mainly by broad integra-
tive elements--the comparison of scientific with
other modes of thought, the comparison and con-
trast of the individual sciences with one another,
the relations of science with its own past and
with general human history, and of science with
problems of human society. These are areas in
which science can make a lasting contribution
to the general education of all students. Unfor-
tunately, these areas are slighted most often in
modem teaching.
IT Ibid, p. 155*
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Mathematics in general education is necessary for
citizens in a free society as the quotations listed below
show.
"The complexities of organization and
technology in modem industry, in government,
and in the national defense make increasing
demands upon the mathematical equipment and
skills of the ordinary participant and worker.
The wartime situation in which many young men
otherwise qualified for officer training were
rejected because of deficiency in mathematics
can be duplicated in many varieties of employ-
ment. The fact is that there is a steadily
increasing number of jobs in industry, as well
as in both civil and military governmental
agencies, for which a sound training in algebra
and geometry is a prerequisite. For a fairly
considerable number of positions solid geometry
and trigonometry are essential . "1/
"As has already been emphasized in a preceding
discussion, the circumstances of life, work, and
national well-being in our highly technological
culture make it essential that virtually all
students who have the capacity for mastering
these subjects be tau ht them. The student
prepf ring to go to college certainly needs this
instruction. n=J
The civic value found in the discourse of literature was
the following:
"And prose discussions of fundamental theses
(man and the state, the moral order, the problem
of pain, the sources of delight, the essential
family and social relationships) should not all
be postponed to so late a period that the
majority will have left school before they
are taken up. No great bulk of reading on
these themes should be attempted. They lend
1/ Ibid, p. 161.
2/ Ibid, p. 165.
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themselves preeminently to class discussion of
short pregnant passages. Even though such work
may seem to be over the heads of many in the
class, these slower minds should not be allowed
to leave without at least knowing that these
topics are the prime preoccupation of maturer
minds or without some idea, however vague, of
what has been thought about them. A time will
come for most when these matters will not seem
so recondite. 1 —'
Implication of civic education in the discussion of
foreign languages were few. Writing of those students whose
serious interest is in the humanities the Committee says:
"They should attack language as intensely
as those for whom it is merely a tool. Yet
they must at the same time find in language
more than a tool--an insight into another cul-
ture, a vision of the history of ideas, something
which in depth and vitality far surpasses trans-
lations. ".£/
The Committee writes the following about the Russian and
and Ancient Greek languages:
"One need hardly dwell on the greatness
of Russian literature or on the import of
Russian thought and history for any future that
we can foresee. Begun in the last years of
school, Russian should give something like a
new dimension. to the work of some students
chiefly interested in literature or in history
and the social studies. The same is true in a
slij-htly different, though not less important,
sense of Greek. General education will only
make more clear the fundamental place in our
culture of the great Greek writings, Philosophy,
political theory, many branches of literature,
even as they largely began for us in these
writings, so Inevitably return to them for
comparison and Refreshment . "2'
113-114.
2/ Ibid, p. 126.
3/ Ibid, p. 126.

Wh^t a person does in his leisure time is of vast impor-
tance, for idle moments often bring out asocial tendencies in
those not conditioned for the better things of life. In the
discussion of art the Harvard Report states:
"The important question is what he will be
like when he has grown to be a mature person,
and whether instruction in the arts has given
him something which will be available to him all his
life. Is the usefulness of school instruction in
the arts to be measured by considering what skills
he has acquired whica he can use in his leisure,
or in terms of a more indirect and mora general
enrichment of experiences? Probably it should be
measured in both ways.'—''
The Committee recognizes that schools should be concerned
with the health of its pupils.
"The human body must be healthy, fit for work,
able to carry out the purposes of the mind,
mental health has two forms. The first is
social adjustment, and understanding of
other people and a responsiveness to their
needs with its counterpart of
:
ood manners.
The second is personal adjustment, the indi-
vidual’s understanding of himself, his poise
and adequacy in coping with real situations.
Obviously the two are inseparable."—'
"In the complete man we look for
initiative, zest and interest, strength of
resolution, driving power. In a free society
much of improvement, in or outside government,
comes from the initiative and the dogged
perserve ranee of private citizens; and the
clash of ambitions in the struggle for the
rewards of life, when regulated by the rules
of fair play and a concern for the common
good, is a source of social progress."!/
1/ Ibid, p. 130.
2/ Ibid, p. 168.
3/ Ibid, p . lo9*
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The value of school activities is acknowledged as well as
their limitations as is shown by this paragraph.
"Ideally, as the name implies, activities
should mean putting into practice the theory
of the classroom. Activities provide a
means by which the abstract skills imparted
in the classroom are made relevant to con-
crete choices and actions. The educational
value of activities, such as it is, comes
from the fact that habituation and experience
are necessary for the development of any skill,
including intellectual skills. Students
government within limits, is valuable in
shaping the quality of later citizenship. It
is only when the student faces the actual
difficulties of governing by democracy that he
begins to appreciate the complexity of a free
society. To learn to resist pressure, to
discover the power of a minority, to have free
speech used against one, to prescribe rules
and then to abide by them, is training of the
first order for democratic living. There
is no doubt that decisiveness, initiative, and
cooperativeness can be stimulated in the student
who has to cope with problems encountered in
the running of an organization or in team play.
Extra curricular activities must be thought
of, not as something apart from the classroom,
but as an extension of it 'The differences
between courses and activities is apt to
correspond in the student’s mind to the dif-
ferences between duty and pleasure. The
great danger is that there should be two sets
of value in the schools--intellectual and prac-
tical--moving as At wer on parallel tracks and
never meeting. /
The most fertile field for teaching civic competence is
found in the social studies although all teachers of every
should apply civic values whenever possible. The following is
given support in this statement.
1/ Ioid
,
pp7T?2-173 •
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"Nor do the social studies include all
those which have a very real bearing upon life
in society. In some measure every subject in
the curriculum helps achieve this great goal of
general education. But the social studies have
a more immediate relationship to civic education
than do the other studies of secondary-school
years and even though they are concerned with
other aspects of general education than training
for a life of civic responsibility, that is their
distinctive justification. "i/
A list of school procedures which the Committee has
suggested in the c.uoted paragraphs is given to conclude the
discussion of implications and procedures in social and other
school subjects.
Procedures Taken from the Preceding Paragraphs
1. Eliminate duplication from year to year.
2. For college preparatory students postpone government and
economic courses for college years.
3. In elementary grades teach for customs, traditions, and
historical development of local community. Place emphasis
on perspective.
4. For students who leave before the eleventh year have
courses in civics, community life, and a narrative course
in American history in the seventh and eighth grades.
5. Two two-year sequences of social studies in high school.
In the ninth and tenth years teach European history or
1/ Ibid, p. 133*
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general history and geography. The focus of work in
general history to be Europe, the goal to set forth the
main tendencies in the development of modern civilization.
In the eleventh and twelfth years teach American history
and American problems.
6. All secondary school graduates to have considerable work
in history of modern civilization.
7. American history to be confined to one year of high school
and made an important course to be the basis for all later
study of American society, and for participation in the
work of citizenship.
8. To study in detail the writings of documents which are
landmarks in histories of institutions, the impact of
technology upon economic and social life, and conflicts
which have led to wars. The remainder to be simple
narrative
.
9. To gain competence in historical skills to analyze maps
and documents, apply validity tests and experience in
weighing historical evidence.
10. In literature, prose discussions of fundamental theses in
short pregnant passages.
11. School activities such as student government.
. 31
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Teachers and Teaching
Objective Number one asserts that one should have a
wholehearted allegiance to the democratic way of life. In
support of this theory the following quotations are presented
regarding teachers, their aims, and methods of teaching.
"The hope of the American school system,
indeed of our society, is precisely that it
pursue two goals simultaneously: give scope to
ability and raise the average. Nor are these
two goals so far apart, if human beings are
capable of common sympathies.
" If, therefore
,
equal opportunity no longer
lies in the curriculum alone out also in the
wider functions which have been cast on the
schools by the conditions of modem life, the
commands of democracy extend to these as well.
All are teachers, and all equally necessary,
who give to young people through the curriculum
or beyond it the opportunity which makes for
completeness of life, and improvement in teach-
ing will depend on this wider vision of who the
teacher is.—'
"It is of course true that in the end
only the spark of knowledge and devotion to
knowledge will kindle an answering flame in
students. Hence everything finally depends
on the teacher's quality of mind and spirit.
(In answer to criticism) It is also true that
criticism, though well founded, means little
when it comes from those who have neither
seriously considered nor themselves experienced
the killing weight of numbers, the low pay,
the political interferences, the struggle
against bad backgrounds and influences, the
impersonality implicit in any big system,
the demands on nervous energy, and sheer
physical strength, that characterize the life
of the public school teacher.
1/ Ibid, p. 35*
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"We return, therefore to the earlier question:
what are the conditions necessary for good teaching
within the wider curriculum and wider concept of
the school? The answer seems to fall into three
parts: higher pay for teaching, a more widespread
dedication to it, and a clearer recognition that
like the kingdom of heaven, it is a house of many
mansions, each different, each honorable. The
first two points are inseparable from each other.
The people who should will not go into teaching
unless it is more respected and more highly
paid merely as teaching, not as superintending
or administering, the jobs better paid at present.
At the same time, it will be neither more
respected nor better paid until more dedicated
people go into it. Like the ministry and the
armed services, teaching will presumably never
be so lucrative as other callings. But there
seems hope that the peculiar violence of expan-
sion in commerce and industry which took able
people from it during the last half-century will
be less strong in the next. If so, its quieter
rewards and more inward satisfacti e
"Meanwhile, an unceasing struggle must be
fought to free education from a type of direct
political control which seeks to impose
appointments, restrain the legitimate freedom
of teachers, and even dictate what they
should teach. ’with this struggle must come
a similar struggle against excessive technical
requirements for the teaching license-.
Surely the hope of a sound general education
is in teachers who are themselves generally
educated . "i/
"These hopes will not be fulfilled auto-
matically and the conditions of teaching will
not improve until more and better qualified
people embark on it in a spirit of devotion.
One of the tragedies of our time has been the
change of teaching from a calling to something
like industry. The faults, as has been argued,
is at once with the colleges, which have
to be more justly valued for what
if Ibid, pp. 24-25.
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turned their backs; with the schools of education,
which have taught everything except the indis-
pensable thing, the love of knowledge; and with
American society itself, which has tolerated the
conditions under which many students and their
teachers still labor. The remedy is a joint con-
cern both of the public and of people who so
believe in the importance of high- school teaching
as the floor and foundation of democracy that
they will go into it as a calling."^
"The question to which no adequate answer
has as yet been found, is, then, how to endure
all subjects in the modem high school, and
the teachers of these with a respect commen-
surate to their equally necessary part in American
life. "2/
"The enthusiasm of a teacher for his subject
is always of first importance . "2/
"Teachers are citizens and their students
will soon be expected to take on the obligations
of citizenship."—
These quotations imply that the responsibility of making
good citizens rests squarely on the teacher's shoulders. In
so far as the teacher himself firmly believes, and practices,
that the American way of life is the good way of life in
spite of its failings, only to that degree can he inspire
students to a like belief. The desire to improve democracy
should be deeply rooted in each individual . before he leaves
school. Teachers need to learn how to teach civic education
so as to obtain the best results for this most important task
of making good American citizens.
1/ Ioid, p. 2 6 .
2/ I Did, p. 28.
3/ Ibid, p. 140.
4/ Ibid, p. 149.
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The Committee is aware that teachers cannot do good work
when conditions in the community are not favorable. They
realize that part of a teacher's reward must come through the
satisfaction of work well done and the knowledge that he is
doing his bit to improve the workings of democracy.
Conclusion - Objective Number One
In order to achieve understandings of, and allegiance to
democracy the Committee recommends a general education which
includes a knowledge of social studies, natural sciences, and
the humanities. Certain traits of mind need to be developed
in order to have a proper understanding of what democracy
means as well as the ability to function as a future worthy
citizen. The necessary traits of mind are the ability to
think effectively, to communicate thought, to make relevant
judgements, and to discriminate among values. As illustrated
by the quotations the social studies play an important part in
the development of good civic behaviors. Other school sub-
jects should be used for the same purpose whenever it is
possible to do so. Teachers cannot educate for democracy
successfully under adverse conditions. Characteristics and
working conditions which are needed by teachers to carry out
their obligations in educating for better living together are
given. A few procedures are listed for the teaching of social
studies but none of them are new.
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In regard to democracy, its meaning and importance, the
Committee's ideas concur with those which are implied in
Objective Number One.

OBJECTIVE NUMBER TWO
An appreciation of the rights, privileges, and protec
tions which political democracy ensues. --
Our founding fathers did not give the American citizen
the political ri, hts which he enjoys today. Amendments have
been added to the Constitution which have expanded and
equalized privileges to all regardless of sex, color, or
creed. Schools should find ways of making students realize
how much is owed to those who have obtained these rights for
us. They should be imbued with the desire to protect and to
increase the workings of political democracy.
The following, which seems apropos to the objective
under discussion was taken from a paragraph which was explain-
ing the value of school activities.
"But if we recognize the value of these
activities, we must also recognize their limitations.
It is rare that such organizations or activities can
help develop materially that sense of perspective
which ordinarily follows only upon the study of
instances and ideas removed in space, and usually
in experience. Political wisdom has always
been founded in some part upon knowledge of the
past, and upon comprehensions of those values which
are either implicit in institutions or which have
been nobly expressed by statesmen and philosophers.
To say this is not to question the value of an
understanding of immediate political and economic
-34-
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affairs. It is only to say that a study of immediate
problems is. itself, in some measure v the product of
tradition and of inherited ideas .
'
The next selection advocates the need of knowledge of the
forces which, in the oast, have shaped our social order.
"The movement toward a 'realistic 1 study of
government and economics has unquestionably pro-
duced a clearer picture of contemporary problems
and processes. But the understanding that has
resulted nas often been shallow, partly because
of neglect of historical forces, partly through
lack of attention to the role played by relatively
abstract principles of politics and economis.
One result is tnat the slogans and catchwords of
the moment are accepted as statements of profound
truth; another is a skeptical relativisim which
recognizes no standard of value except success.
There is no better safeguard against these unhappy
conditions than the study of some of the specu-
lative doctrines as well as some of the statements
of political and social faith, which served the
men of the past--the men from whom we inherit the
insLitutions for whose perpetuation and improve-
ment we are responsible. Thus Mill's On Liberty
or his Representative Government probably could be
studied profitably by only a minority of high
school pupils. Some parts of Jefferson's Notes
on Virginia and some numbers of the Federali st
might be read by a somewhat larger proportion,
orovided the teacher has the training and the
capacity to explain their place in the growth of
American polity and is able to discuss their
relevance to contemporary affairs. Nearly all
students should have an opportunity to read some
of the major constitutional documents and certain
speeches of Pitt, Burke, Lincoln, Wilson, and
Roosevelt. Passages from many of them have
become the common possession of literate men.
Primarily they are eloquent testimonies of faith
in a free society. They are also illustrations
in the history of constitutional democracy and
statements of the principles which have shaped and
..
.
continue to snape the social order in which we iive."^/
1/ Ibid, p. 134.
2/ Ibid, p. 145-146.
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A perusal of the quoted bits show that only two proce-
dures relative to the second objective have been given.
1. The reading of political documents and famous
speeches which will hopefully give insight into
and an appreciation of the heritage from the past.
2. Those school programs "which seek to introduce
the boy or girl directly into the field of civic
activities .
"
The Committee acknowledges that school activities are
limited in value and often do not teach as much as could be
desired. Unless an insight is gained from a study of the past
shortsightedness will be the result. Our great writings are
precious legacies from the past which "show faith in a free
society" and have influence on the policies which are in use
today.
If, as assumed, this objective is valid, the writer feels
that the Committee did not carry the implications far enough:
One finds only indirect reference that as each event happened
to give more rights it was a step forward in the march toward
a more complete democracy and as such should be highly prized.
It does not imply that the "rights, privileges, and protec-
tions" which are shared in common should be so greatly
appreciated that students will plan to do all they can to
maintain them when they have a voice in the government. No
-*
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mention is made, except for the two given procedures, as to
how teachers may get these desired results. However, in the
cardinal purposes the Committee is in agreement.
.c
OBJECTIVE NUMBER THREE
A keen interest in things political. --
Vote slacking, lack of interest in politics, and the
tendency to sit back and criticize while others are running
the affairs of government are all too prevalent in our American
democracy. Even during presidential campaigns many eligible
voters do not go to the polls. If people were sufficiently
interested they would not neglect this most important citizen-
ship duty. It is a privilege and should be regarded as such.
Action follows interest. Therefore, one of the school's
obligations should be to graduate boys and girls whose interest
has been aroused in politics.
The succeeding paragraphs have reference to the above
objective
.
"Certain localities have experimented with a
kind of civic apprenticeship, which seeks to intro-
duce the boy or girl directly into the field of
adult civic activities. Many offer programs of
lectures and discussions which help stimulate an
interest in public affairs."—'
"In addition to formal studies most schools
have various more or less extracurricular activi-
ties which contribute to the aims oeing discussed.
Many offer programs of lectures and discussions
which may help stimulate an interest in public
affairs. Student government may be an introduc-
tion to the methods and responsibilities of
politics. School forums and debating societies
are ordinarily concerned with public issues and
17 Ibid, p. 133-134.
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»
play an important role in the development of a
great many boys and girls who become leaders in
their generation. Interested and energetic teachers
are often able to encourage current-affairs clubs, ,
discussion groups, and mock political conventions."—/
"Teachers must be aware of their responsibility
in discussing debated and debatable political and
social ideas and movements. Their role is analysis,
discussion, teaching,-- not stump oratory. But
recognition of the nature of that role must not be
allowed to become an excuse for strangling the
freedom to investigate and to discuss controversial
issues. That freedom is essential to the continuation
of the American way of life. Change is inevitable
in politics, as in science and in the art of war.
Our constitutional system is based on that assumption,
and orderly change, as the founders knew, can proceed
only out of free discussion."—/
The first two cited references allude to school procedures
which are in use in many school systems. Among them are lec-
tures, debates, forums, round table discussions, clubs, radio
programs, mock political meetings, and others which tend to
create interest in public affairs. Methods of procedures are
learned through the actual conducting of many school activities
and programs.
The second paragraph explains the function of the teacher
regarding "live" political issues. It affirms the growing
belief that controversial issues can be discussed in the
classroom under wise and experienced teachers who will allow
both sides of the issues to be investigated and presented. He
must be impartial. Discussion and investigation are essential
in the American way of life.
1/ Ibid, pp. 133-134.
2/ Ibid, p. 149*
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It may be assumed that if the above procedures are carried
out students will use the various papers, periodicals, books,
newspapers, radio proprams, and lectures, in tneir quest for
data pertaining to the subject which is under investigation.
Pupils need to be taught to look for things of political
interest in these various sources. As previously stated,
interest will be aroused as knowledge is gained and because of
interest students will hopefully be disposed to participate in
our political life when they reach the age of adulthood.
The references show that the Committee is aware of school ’
procedures which are used to stimulate interest and that it
approves of most of them. Nothing new is contributed.
Experienced teachers have been treating controversial issues
in the manner suggested here for quite some time.
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER FOUR
The application of more intelligence in the conduct of
political affairs.
—
People do not display in public affairs the same degree
of intelligence which they show in their private affairs. They
do not think nor act wisely in things politic. They are likely
to let prejudices and emotions sway their judgments. People
need to be sagacious enough to secure the best possible people
to be leaders and they themselves to be judicious and discern-
ing disciples. One cannot operate without the other.
The Harvard Committee has the following to say regarding
this objective.
"General education is especially required in
a democracy where the public elects its leaders
and officials; the ordinary citizen must be dis-
cerning enough so that he will not be deceived by
appearances and will .elect the candidate who is
wise in his field.'—'
(From a discussion of effective, logical thinking and
quoted in Objective Number One)
"For instance, in voting during a presidential
election our citizen should consider whether the
candidate has sound policies, whether he has the
ability to get on with Congress, whether he has a
good grasp of international relations, and in
these troubled times, whether he has an under-
standing of military strategy. These are some of
the factors which are relevant to the problem in
hand. But the looks of the candidate most
1/ Ibid, p. p4.
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probably, and his religious denomination surely,
are irrelevant. Prejudice in i rrelevancies
and logic should keep them —
"Interest in, and good will toward, civic
affairs are invaluable but inadequate.
Whether the student expects to spend six or
eight years in college and professional school,
or to begin to earn a living at once, he cannot
avoid the fact of citizenship, and the schools
will not fulfill their duty to society unless they
help their students understand the nature of the
problems and responsibilities of the society in
which they must live and they should help govern. "in
"It is of the first importance to introduce
students at the end of hi h school to some of the
unsolved and perhaps insoluble problems of modern
political and economic life. A course of this
kind should never neglect the basic structure and
processes which go to make up the political, econo-
mic, and social system. It is of equal importance
that it deal with the values expressed in our insti-
tutions. A course which pictures vividly the
grim story of political corruption and, with scant
formality, passes over the vast significance of a
party system of government in which freedom of
speech means the right to disagree, where the
opposition seeks power only through constitutional
means—where words and ballots are substituted for
violence, concentration camps, and enforced con-
formity--such a course will have failed to give
the student a true idea of the nature and the values
of the society in which he will be called upon to
exercise the functions of a citizen. "3/
The selections reveal that the Committee perceives the
need for more intelligence in the nanagement of political
affairs. To improve the quality of political participation
the suggestion is made that general education should be given
in lieu of over-specialization, and it should include courses
1/ Ibid, p. 65*
2/ Ibid, p. 135*
3/ Ibid, p. 144.
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that will acquaint the student' with problems which will con-
front him as a citizen. They intimate that prejudices should
not influence decisions. They only remedy given for the
elimination of prejudices is to develop logical thinking.
The Committee's ideas thoroughly agree with this objec-
tive. Courses are recommended which will obtain the desired
results. Such courses should teach the advantages of govern-
ment in a democracy and contrast it with the government of a
dictatorship. Procedures are not included.
'.
.
_
OBJECTIVE NUMBER FIVE
Better political leadership.
—
No particular reference was noted by the writer to this
objective which refers to the school 1 s task of teaching the
traits necessary for good leadership to the end that citizens
will be able to recognize those attributes and elect people
who possess them to office. Another responsibility of educa-
tors is to develop in potential leaders the characteristics
they have which will eventually enable them to take the lead
in making this world a better place in which to live. Good
leadership is scarce and only an intelligent electorate will
choose those who are wise and capable to office.
Leadership in civic affairs should be as much a profession
as any other and the person who has leadership qualities should
be encouraged to consider it as a life work and to prepare for
it.
The Harvard Committee apparently did not include civic
implications which could be applied here.
-44-
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER SIX
A citizenry that is more law-abiding. --
In these days of law breaking juvenile delinquency, unrest
and unemployment due to labor disputes, Lhe above objective is
more pertinent than ever.
The Harvard Committee, in a discussion of boys' and girls'
leisure time in cities, writes of the after school activities
and the part schools play in keeping those children out of
trouble. To auote:
"As the roundness and self-sufficiency of an
earlier, partly rural way of life have disappeared,
the school has necessarily taken on new functions.
What are these functions? They are first of
all those which follow from the inherent nature of
the city as a place where people congregate for
the convenience of work. That means that living
quarters are small, there is little family life,
fewer odd jobs, fewer chances for recreation. The
school alone under these conditions is the place
formally set aside for young people, and their life
in consequence inevitably centersaround it. Hence
the rise of boarding schools and the multiplication
of 'activities in all high schools where the means
are sufficient. No other course is possible.
Health, play, social life, avocations, help in
the choice of a career: all devolve increasingly
on the school and have in fact thus devolved in the
case of the comparatively well-to-do, who least
need such help. In the case of the others, the
Y.M.C.A., settlement houses, the Boy Scouts, churches,
public libraries, and other independent agencies
have done and continue to do important work.
Over and above, then, the modern city high school
faces a further and equally great extracurricular
enlargement. It is not too much to expect that by
-45-
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another few decades most city schools, like a few
at present, will be staffed and equipped to stay
open all day the year round as places where the
young can achieve that fullness of opportunity which
the city otherwise denies."^
The above paragraph indirectly implies that worthy use of
leisure time will prevent juvenile delinquency.
The two following quotations are all the writer found
which deal directly with objective number six.
"Clearly we have a right to expect schools to
be employed in moral training . "2'
"Furthermore, the concept of the whole man
is not adequate as an aim of education. The
innate drives, the sentiments and force of will,
are neutral, capable of developing in either
direction and they may become antisocial unless
they are 'moralized,' unless they are made to serve
as tools in the hands of duty. The complete man
must be a good man. Moral character arises from
the molding of the native powers to ideal aims.
The final secular good is the dedication of the
self to an ideal higher than the self--the.
devotion to truth and to one's neighbor . "2/
The writer feels that the Harvard Committee is cognizant
of the importance of this objective, but civic implications
contained therein are very few while procedures are lacking.
A man may be thoroughly good and yet not be disposed to
make people mor law-abiding. People need to be actively good
and to have a desire to eliminate conditions which lead to law
breaking. Schools should be made more attractive for students
who are inclined to be anti- social . Curriculums need to be
1/ Ibid, pp. 21-22.
2/ Ibid, p. 72.
3/ Ibid, p. 169.
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revised to appeal to them. All children, whether normal or
misfits, should find a place in school where they may be
contented, and filled with the desire to become citizens
who will work to eliminate delinquency, whether juvenile or
adult
.
*
OBJECTIVE NUMBER SEVEN
Intergroup understanding, respect, and good will.--
The above objective postulates that prejudices among
races, classes, and creeds must be eliminated before democracy
can function ideally.
The Harvard Committee is concerned with the above problem
and devotes Chapter I to a discussion of the diversities
occuring in high schools.
Secondary schools have had a phenomenal growth durirg the
last seventy- five years. In those years the population has
tripled but high school enrollments are ninety times larger.
Formerly three fourths of its graduates went to college so
the function of the high school was a training school for
higher education. Today three fourths of its graduates go to
work, so they largely prepare for life, not college. The
question is asked by the Committee:
"How can these two groups, despite their different
interests, achieve from their education some common
and binding understanding of the society which they
possess in common?
"Today’s high school must find a place for
everyone regardless of intelligence, background,
means, interest, and expectation .
**The ideal is a system which shall be as fair
to the fast as to the slow, to the hand-minded as
-48-
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to the bookminded, out which, while meeting the
separate needs of each, shall yet foster that
fellow feeling between human being and human .
being which is the deepest root of democracy.'-'
"Democracy, however. much by ensuring the
right to differ it may foster difference
yet depends equally on the binding ties of common
standards. the very disparity between students
which has forced its high schools to expanded
curriculum means that there is no single form of
instruction that can reach all equally. Hence,
even if it could be agreed what standards
Americans have in common, the task of interpreting
these to students of different ages, gifts and
interests must still be immense. Again, the fact
that some students prolong their education far
beyond hi h school, while the majority do not,
could become— to some extent already has become
--a strongly dividing force. For to the degree
that high schools try to prepare the majority
for early entrance into active life by giving
them all sorts of practical, immediately
effective training, to that degree something
like a chasm opens between them and the others
whose education is longer. And in this chasm
are the possibilities of misunderstanding and
class distinction. But to see these difficulties
is to grasp more firmly what must be the character
of general education. It must be at once, as it
were, horizontal, in the sense of uniting students
of similar ages, and also perpendicular, in the
sense of providing a strand that will run through
both high school and college, uniting different
ages . "2/
"Cur system of requirements for diplomas--
each divides the high school into virtually
autonomous groups . "2/
"Does divergence in training and background
estrange future citizens from one another? Cr is
there a stiff uniformity cramping the individual's
best development? What is the right relationship
between specialists training on the one hand
1/ Ibid, pp. :-9
•
2/ I oid, p. 12.
3/ Ibid, p. 14.
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aiming at any one of a thousand different destinies,
and education in a common heritage and toward a
common citizenship on the other?!/
Chapter I deals with the above question and shows the
need for courses which will unite; which will weave a bond of
fellowship between those who attend high school, regardless of
whether they will seek employment after graduation or go on to
higher fields of learning. There is a wide cleavage oetween
courses and these foster a feeling of inferiority and
superiority as the case may be. The following quotations are
offered in support of the above contention.
"Democracy was earlier taken to imply two
in part contradictory commands: first, that of
discovering and giving opportunities to the
gifted student, and, second, that of raising the
level of the average student. Our point is that
there is need for a more complete democracy in
both these senses not only between student and
student but between subject and subject and
teacher and teacher. In saying this, we have in
mind the pov.erful and widespread, and very
unhappy distinction of atmosphere and general
standing between academic and vocational courses.
The latter tend to be dumping ground for those
who do not succeed in the former. luster is
given to the former and a hi her status to its
teachers. For the same reason the academic
course tends to be crowded with students who do
not belong in it and hence is often diluted.
it is a strange state of affairs in an industrial
democracy when those very subjects are held in
disrepute which are at the heart of national
economy and those students by implications .
condemned who will become its operators . ".2/
1/ Ibid, p. 5.
2/ Ibid, p. 27.
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"Academic and technical courses are the aris-
tocracy of the high school and in then the
Jeffersonian principle of selection operates.
However imperfect they may be the major concern
is not in them, but in the vocational and trade
courses, regarded as inferior, made uo of inferior
students, and taught by inferior teachers. And
this concern must be the greater because this
distinction bears a relationship to American life
as a whole. "1/
"To the degree that high schools fit some
for work and some for more education a chasm is
apt to appear o^ misunderstandings and class
ai stinctions
.
"The unsolved problem, the Jacksonian task,
is to reach students who do not read well yet are
not skilled in hand, whose backgrounds are bad,
who are a prey to a thousand mercenary interests--
who formerly could have found work but are unable
to do so now.
"The solution is in a vision of the scope of
high schools and ecual dignity and importance of
teaching in the Jacksonian and the Jeffersonian
senses--that is to say, of teaching not by books
and information alone, which are necessarily for
the brighter but oy work, guidance a.nd atmosphere . "2/
"Two problems stand out:
1. Need for diversity in the still largely
bookish curriculum since nothing else
will match the actu’ 1 range of intelli-
gence and backgrounds among students.
2. Need for unity, for without it the
curriculum flies into pieces and even
the studies of any one student are
atomic or unbalanced or noth.
1/ IbidT p. 26.
2/ Ibid, p. 12.
3/ Ibid , p. 29
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"The above problems point to one solution.
A scheme of relationship between subjects which
shall be similar for all students yet capable of
being differently carried out for different stu-
dents. Within it there must be a place for both
special and general education: for those subjects \t
which divide man from man according to their par-
ticular functions and for those which unite man
and man in their common humanity and citizenship.
This scheme further should provide a continuing
bond of training and outlook not only between all
members of the high school but also between the
great majority who stop at high school and the
minority who go on to college, such that their
education should not differ in kind but only
in degree. 1 —/
"Common aims must bind together the whole
education- 1 system. There exists no one body
of knowledge, no single system of instruction
equally valid for every part of it, the
immense variation among students enters in,
precluding any universal method. General
education must accordingly be conceived less
as a specific set of books to be read or courses
to be given than as concern for certain goals of
knowledge and outlook and an insistence that
these goals be sought after by many means as
intently as are those of specialism."^/
As shown by the references the Harvard Report gives in
detail the causes of differentiation which in turn lead to
class distinctions and to feelings of superiority and
inferiority. To care for differences in opportunity- -due
often to economic reasons— the Committee suggests subsidies
as well as a general improvement in the school system.
To equalize opportunities conditioned by geographical
factors the following solution is given:
1/ Ioid, p. 52.
2/ Ioid, pp. 79-80.
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"The solution lies clearly in some form of
federal support cf education which will at once
help the poorer states maintain standards more nearly
equal those of their richer neighbors, yet leave to
all states their present responsibility . The founding
fathers hardly foresaw that in reserving education
as a responsibility of the states, they were
bequeathing this heritage of inequality. Yet as
the states became unequal in their ability to .
support education such in fact has been the result."—/
The following quotation (quoted in Objective Number One)
is asked:
"How can general education be so adapted to
different a es
,
and above all, differing abilities
and outlooks, that it can appeal deeply to each,
yet remain in goal and essential teaching the same
for all? The answer is the key to anything like
complete democracy
.
The Committee frankly admits that it does not know the
solution out it does offer some suggestions. It concedes that
the able and gifted students can be easily cared for. The
problem is to discover the right general education for the less
gifted, in courses because of their lower facility with ideas
"Because democracy imposes on them, as on all,
the task of responsible private judgment, it is for
the schools to fit them for this task by every
oossible means.
"'The efficacy of mere courses for these stu-
dents seems doubtful but needless to say courses
are important. They must not be simply watered-
down versions of more complex courses but authen-
tic and fresh vehicles of the sphere of general
education--the work, man's social life, the realm
of imagination and ideals--designed to implant
the power of thought and expression, the sense of
relevance and value. They must avoid the extremes
1/ Ibid, p. 91.
2/ Ibid, p. 93.
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either of talking down to students or of dazing
them with abstractions . They must make increased
use of what appeals directly to the senses and
clothes ideas with warmth-movies
,
singing, clays,
--yet never to the neglect of reading and dis-
cussion. They must grasp the nettle of simpli-
fying the great writings of our culture in such
a way that they shall become a common possession.
Again since the whole rise of vocational and
manual courses has come about not primarily to
train young people for jobs but as a means of
reaching them through what they respect and
think real, the carrying over of general educa-
tion into these subjects has special Importance*
Students whom ideas will hardly touch will yet
feel them in more specific forms-mathematics
when it turns up in some mechanical task, history
v/hen it touches some trade, design when it is a
part of making, and speech and clearness of mind
running through all. Hence follows the need for
devoted and broadly educated teachers of these
subjects, who will teach them with these higher
ends in view.
"Further still, the whole life of the school
must be such as to embody these ends. If some
students will learn of democracy, for instance,
partly through reading, all--and the less gifted
especially--must learn of it also through action
and by example. It ha s been said that one of
the challenges of our age is so to rouse in stu-
dents the sense of connection between ideas and
day-to-day action that their wills will be
enlisted for what their minds accept, and for
none has this point more importance than for
those who see life primarily as action. Finally,
when one reflects that great numbers of these
young people have been unemployed if they left
school, yet if they stayed in school have been
exposed to bookishness on which they did not
thrive--and when one thinks further of the
number of local and national jobs which need
doing-- it seems there must be some sound way of
connecting, these two needs. In many cities
schemes of part time work in local industries have
been worked out. There seems then a place for
a system of projects, largely local on which stu-
dents might work under guidance and for pay until
they can be employed fulltime. The less gifted
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are as worthy and as valuable democratic
as anyone else. The problem is to educate them
by exactly the same ideals of schooling as every-
one else, yet by means which shall be ss meaning-
ful to them as are more abstract means to the more
abstract minded. ”1'
"A course which emphasizes racial discriminations
and scarcely mentions the humanitarian movements
of the last hundred years, with their common premise
of the dignity and worth of all human aspirations
and their magnificent, if unfinished, list of achieve-
ments, is likely to foster either cynicism or roman-
tic zeal for a quick remedy, which may turn into
disillusion at the first contact with the difficulties
and complexities inherent in the attainment of true
refonus . "2/
"General education at hi,- h school is like the
palm of the hand, the five fingers of which are as
many kinds of special interest—mathematics and
science, literature and language, society and
social studies, the arts, the vocations. These
fingers would stretch for all beyond the common
core, and all would follow one, or more than one.
If actual work comes to take its place, for some,
as a part of high school, there would be illogically,
yet a sixth finger. All, then whatever their future
intentions, would have the binding experience of the
common core; and all would follow some, field of
special interest. Here, then, is a scheme which
accepts the claims of a common culture, citizenship,
and standards of human good, yet also the competing
claims of diverse interests, gifts and hopes.
Certainly some such scheme cannot be absent from
American education if it is to produce at one and
the same time sound people and a sound society."^/
The Harvard Committee presents an excellent picture of the
diversity found in schools which is the result of differences
in backgrounds and intellectual capacities. They see the dan-
ger of class cleavage arising from these diversities which
cause intergroup "misunderstandings, disrespect and ill wilL"
1/ ioid, p. 95-96
.
2/ Ioid, p. 144.
Ibid, p. 102.
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among the foremost of the problems which face citizens today.
More emphasis is needed on this pertinent problem than the
Committee gave to it.
The recommendations of the Committee leave most of the
method and content presumably to the curriculum makers.
The Harvard Committee is in full agreement with
Objective Number Seven.
^ • SC : *
.
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER EIGHT
Economic democracy--needed understandings.
In this post war period with its labor disputes, peace
terms to be fairly fashioned, questions of reparations, and
all the other economic upheavals to be faced, one sorely needs
to understand economic issues. If we are to avoid the econo-
mic problems v/hich followed in the wake of World War I we
must have an understanding citizenry that will be insistent
when necessary that national and international economies be
improved for the good of all concerned.
The passages which follow were taken from the Harvard
Report. They have reference to this objective.
"Along with the study of history should go
the study of geography. The importance of
geographical factors in the growth of the modern
world needs emphasis. This would be particularly
true in connection with the study of history and
problems of the twentieth century, which should .
include economic as well as political geography
.
/
"It is of the first importance to introduce students
at the end of high school to some of the unsolved and
perhaps insoluble problems of modern political and
economic life. "2/
"Rather do we suggest as thorough a study a3
is feasible in the eleventh or twelfth grade of
those topics which are dealt with in college in
departments of government, economics, and sociology.
The subject of such a course would be, in other words,
1/ Ibid, p. 139*
2/ Ibid, p. 144.
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the goals and the values, the organization and the
processes, the problems and conflicts in the
political structure, the economic life, and the
social relationships which go to make up the
United States."!/
That the Harvard Committee is in sympathy with this
objective is evident as is shown by the above quotations.
The suggested course is very good. It is being used in many
schools today but probably is more superficial in some
instances than the Committee would recommend. How the ecu rse
should be taught is not revealed.
1/ Ibid, p. 143.
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER NINE
Economic democracy--needed attitudes. --
The spirit of cooperation is needed in the economic
world as much as in the social and political realms. The
only reference which was noted as having bearing on this
important objective is the paragraph which concludes the
report
.
"Dangers are a spur to a widened and livelier
sense of responsibility, individual and collective.
Enlargement of the common concern is indeed the
distinctive character of our age. Not very long
ago the mass of mankind could and did leave peace-
making, for example, to statesmen. Today most
people feel some of its weight on their shoulders.
Even one generation back, how other people lived
was not their business, but all men are neighbors
now. Among and beyond all the local and personal
motives which drive men to pursue education, this
budding collective responsibility year by year
grows in power. And as it grows it profoundly
influences some immediate motives. The desire
to get on in the world or to advance the status
of the workers, the two chief drives which have
animated out-of-school education hitherto, are
being transformed by it into wider interests far
more favorable both to growth in democracy and to
the final causes for which society itself is only
a means. 'War is the great educator.' It has
shown us equally that in general education the
strongest incentive comes from the whole man's
awareness of his share in the common .fate, of
his part in the joint undertaking."!/
The above selection, which closes the chapter on com-
munity education, shows a concern for the welfare of other
people and indicates growth from selfishness to a collective
responsibility
.
1/ Ibid, p. 267 .
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It appears that the implications in this passage could
have been carried further in the economic field than those
indirectly given. The objective postulates that right
attitudes need to be developed in students that will affect
the economic order. The field is of vast importance both to
the individual and the world in general. Upon the material
well-being of everyone rests the foundations of national and
international peace. Contentment would oe more prevalent if
the economic goods of this world were more equitably shared.
Today many people are lacking even the bare necessities of
life. Unless ways can be found of succoring these needy
fo}.k future wars may be in the making. World markets must
be assured. Opportunities to obtain raw materials must be
insured. We are indeed one world and an adjustment of
economies will help prevent misunderstandings that may lead
to strife. Dictators get their chances to rule when the
economic world is out of order.
Teachers need to develop in students right attitudes
toward economic democracy.
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER TEN
A translation of the teachings of religion into civic
behavior.
—
From the Harvard Report conies the following quotations
which prove that the Committee has the same idea that is
advanced in this objective.
"The goal of education is not in conflict with
but largely includes the goals of religious educa-
tion, education in the Western tradition, and
education in modem democracy. For these in turn
have been seen to involve necessary elements in
our common tradition, each to a great extent implied
in the others at levels at which it can be under-
stood. Certainly no fruitful way of stating the
belief in the dignity and mutual ooligation of man
can present it as other than, at one and the same
time, effective in the present, emerging from the
past, and partaking of the nature not of fact but
of faith. Second, it has become clear that the
common ground between these various views--namely
,
the impulse to rear students to a received idea of
the good--is in fact necessary to education. It
is impossible to escape the realization that our
society, like any society, rests on common beliefs
and that a major task of education is to perpetuate
them, "i-
"We are not unmindful of the importance of
religious belief in the completely good life.
But given the American scene with its varieties
of faith and even of unfaith, we did not feel
justified in proposing religious instruction as
a part of the curriculum. The love of God is
tested oy the love of neighbor; nevertheless the
love of God transcends merely human oollgations.
We must perforce speak in purely humanistic terms
confining ourself to the uoligations of man to
himself and to society. "2/
1/ Ibid, p. 46.
2/ Ibid, p. 76.
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"Education is not complete without moral
guidance; and moral wisdom may be obtained from
our religious heritage. By law and by custom
little sectarianism is now to be found in the
great body of American schools and colleges.
However, much of the best tradition of the West
is to be found in the distillations of the prophets,
and in 3iblical injunctions. These are not the_
property of a sect or even of Christians; they
constitute the embodiment of experience on the
ethical plane which is, or should be, the heritage
of all .I 7
The above quotations reflect the inference given in this
final objective. The inference is that good citizens need
moral guidance which will carry over into group relationships.
The teachings of religion are Inherent in our culture. Sec-
tarianism must be avoided. Grave danger lies in the introduc-
tion of religious instruction as such in the schools. So much
risk is attached that the Harvard Committee does not recommend
it as part of the curriculum. They feel it can be taught as
part of our heritage from the past but kept on a human plane
rather than a spiritual one. Education should be based on a
religious foundation for the teachings of religion are based
on doing good to our fellowmen.
1/ Ioid
,
p. 174.
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GENERAL EDUCATION IN HARVARD COLLEGE
The Harvard Committee admits that general education has
been neglected at Harvard College in favor of a high degree of
specialization. In the Report a recommendation is made which
will provide:
"Not only an adequate groundwork for the
choice of a specialty, but a milieu in which the
specialty can develop its fullest potentialities.
Specialization can only realize its major pur-
poses within a larger general context, with which
it can never afford to sever organic connection.
General education should not be limited to
a block of courses which the student is to take
and get over with in order to go on with the
more interesting and significant special study.
It should be a pervasive and a lasting influence
as well as a set of course requirements . "1/
The suggestion is made that the same principles of
general education that were given for schools be extended
through the college years, as well as the same aims for the
humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences.
A new course is recommended which would be an examination
of Western heritage.
"The attempt of the course is not to survey
all history and all political and social thought
but to open up some of the great questions, to
indicate the character of some attempted solutions
of the past, to study a few of those topics and of
the great statements of analyses or of ideals with
some intensity ."2/
1/ Ibid, pp. 195-196.
2/ Ibid, p. 216.
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General Education in a Free Society deals, as its title
suggests, with general education. Its aim is to have each
college student become acquainted with broad fields of culture
so he will become a truly educated person. He may receive this;
wide knowledge before he begins specializing for economic
competence; or the student may elect general education courses
along with his specialty. The Harvard Committee shews disap-
probation of the theory of "learning more and more about less
and less."
The Report recognizes the value of the instructor in the
attainment of the ideals of democracy. The Committee believes !
that teachers should be so inspired with its principles that
they go into teaching as "a calling." To the degree that
democratic doctrines are instilled in future citizens to that
degree will they be inclined to improve and to perpetuate its
precepts
.
Throughout the book one finds references to prove that
education for purely personal reasons is not sufficient; that
a person should be educated for usefulness in the complex
society which makes up the American way of life. -These
selections have been quoted to supply the civic implications
which have been used in this evaluation.
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References were found for nine of the ten objectives
which served as the basis for this study. For some many
quotations were given to show civic values. Others had very
few. Some of the implications were exceedingly remote but it
seemed as though they indirectly implied civic meanings, so
v/ere included.
If, as assumed in the introduction, the objectives which
were used have validity, and if the references have been
correctly interpreted the following conclusions may be drawn.
With "an adequate understanding of, and a wholehearted
allegiance to, the
/
democrat i c way of life" the Committee is in
full accord. Numerous excellent references proved this. How
to accomplish this most important result in the public school
is not shown in most instances. The value, which comes from a
study of the selected passages, is to give renewed inspiration
for teaching in a democracy. Possibly, if teachers, other
than social studies instructors, have not used every available
opportunity to apply civic lessons some of the quotations may
cause them to revise their methods to include civic values.
To objective number five , --"better political leadership"
--no references were found. In these days when national and
international conditions are chaotic; when the peace and wel-
fare of everyone is at stake; it would seem as if this were one
of the most important of the objectives. Policies which affect
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all are made and executed by leaders in government. The men
who formulate policies need to be competent and capable of
filling their positions with honor to themselves and to their
country. Students need to be able to recognize the abilities
which leaders should, and do, posses and be disposed in later
life to vote for people who have the requisite qualifications.
The Committee apparently overlooked this phase of civic
education.
Very few implications or procedures could be found for
"a citizenry that is law abiding." At present when lawless-
ness is prevalent special emphasis is required to develop
citizens who are law abiding and law respecting. There is
always a decline in morality in war and post-war periods.
Delinquency is on the upward trend. Many students, who are
now in schools, might be guided aright if given the right lead
friendliness, and understanding. More emphasis should be
given to teachings which would lead to better behavior than
the Committee included in the Report.
In regard to "intergroup understanding, respect, and
goodwill" much concern was shown for diversities among student
However, in this writer's opinion, racial and religious preju-
dices were not dealt with adeouately. Only one reference was
found which directly mentioned racial relationships.
"Differences in backgrounds" were spoken of and were inter-
preted to mean differences in races and creeds as well as
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economic diversities and class cleavages. At this time when
there is so much need for a closer relationship between races
to avoid serious conflicts many colleges are sponsoring inter-
cultural education. This problem, which is confronting
America’s citizens, reo.uires more consideration and a more
important place in school programs than is suggested in the
Report
.
The above conclusion may also be applied to economic
understandings and attitudes, especially the latter. Stable
world economies will go a long way toward maintaining world
peace
.
How to educate for civic competence is not disclosed.
Very few procedures were cited. A school survey would show
that practically all of the policies recommended are already
in use in modem schools. The Harvard Committee frankly
stated that it was not within its sphere to suggest many
procedures and leaves that to the curriculum makers and
administrators. Therefore, a teacher in search of ways and
means to improve his teaching to obtain better civic behaviors
will find little of value in the Report. The professional
person, in educational fields, who is up to date and alert to
social needs, will find practically nothing that he does not
already know and practice.
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In the writer's judgment the most important contribution
which has been made is to the layman who is uninformed as to
what the schools are attempting to do. It should give such
a person an insight into the meaning of civic education; what
the schools in his community are accomplishing; their short-
comings, if any; and what could be done in schools to improve
and advance democracy. If the general public, by reading
General Education in a Free Society
,
could be aroused to take
more interest in their schools and to fully support school
committees, administrators, and teachers who are trying to
educate for better civic relationships, the Report would have
much civic value indeed.
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